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How people have been accepted and treated within the 
context of a given society or culture has a direct impact 

on how they perform in that society. The "racial" 
worldview was invented to assign some groups to 

perpetual low status, while others were permitted access 
to privilege, power, and wealth. The tragedy in the 

United States has been that the policies and practices 
stemming from this worldview succeeded all too well in 
constructing unequal populations among Europeans, 

Native Americans, and peoples of African descent. Given 
what we know about the capacity of normal humans to 
achieve and function within any culture, we conclude 

that present-day inequalities between so-called "racial" 
groups are not consequences of their biological 

inheritance but products of historical and contemporary 
social, economic, educational, and political 

circumstances.









Philando Castile - Broken tail light 
Sandra Bland - Failure to signal 
Tamir Rice - No crime 
Samuel Dubose - Missing license 
Freddie Gray - Running from police 
Walter Scott - Broken brake light 
Eric Garner - Selling cigarettes 
Tray Von Martin - No crime 
Kenneth Chamberlain - No crime 
Jordan Edwards - No crime 
Aiyana Jones - No crime 
Rekia Boyd - No crime 
Kathryn Johnston - No crime 
Terence Crutcher - No crime 
Ramakley Graham - No crime 
Timothy Stansbury - No crime 
Kendrel McDade - No crime 
John Crawford - No crime 
Oscar Grant - No crime 
Jonathan Ferrell - No crime 
Danroy Henry - No crime 
Corey Jones - No crime 
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TRANSFORMING 
THE WAY PUBLIC 
INSTITUTIONS 
PURCHASE FOOD 
by creating a transparent and 
equitable food system built on five 
core values: local economies, 
health, a valued workforce, animal 
welfare, and environmental 
sustainability.




